Climate Constellations
Internship Program
Constellations is a climate career conduit that connects students to valuable internships with our qualified Troposphere organizations. Originating during a time of global lockdown and pandemic uncertainty for students to continue professional and personal development, Constellations has blossomed into an international internship placement platform, benefitting interns, participating organizations, and the Sphere.

Each semester, GWMP staff hosts exclusive virtual events for discussions with key thought leaders across sectors, which give interns rare opportunities to network with influential experts, and staff facilitate other online social and peer-to-peer mentoring and resource-sharing experiences. One-on-one intern meetups and regular check-ins with GWMP help ensure, support, and create community for our Constellations members.

Since its recent inception, we have already received more than 700 applications. The signal is clear and consistent that youth everywhere want accessibility to their futures through substantive and ambitious climate change actions. Constellation internships help them improve their skills and knowledge on vital climate action areas, and obtain real-world, hands-on experience with climate solutions already taking place.

Your generous support will allow our interns to receive valuable stipends, encourage more diverse applications, and increase our capacity to create even more effective matches.
The Sphere

The GWMP Sphere Program is a global network of people and projects dedicated to finding climate solutions. We’re connecting individuals with sponsors, students with internships, and problems with solutions - creating an atmosphere of change.

Constellations

Internship placements with Troposphere organizations that open the door to climate careers

Funding internships

Meets the needs of Troposphere projects

Stratosphere

A select group of our most dedicated leaders, funders, and advisors advancing Sphere success

Support and funding

Independent collaboration and networking

Troposphere

Network of vetted climate solutions projects
“The virtual internships give students more access than if they had to be based in one place. In a way, internships have become more sustainable because companies have the opportunity to employ people everywhere. Virtual work is going to be very important to our generation.”

- Maria Morales, Constellations Intern

“With the knowledge, education, and resources I’m receiving now I’ll hopefully have the tools to contribute to public health on a global scale. I want to take part in something where the central goal and mission is to make the world a better place and fight climate change.”

- Wrishija Roy, Constellations Intern

“I’d like people to understand that they are a part of the environment, and that violent acts against the environment are violent acts against individual people themselves. The [app] I am building will allow students to activate and control an avatar… to make sustainable decisions.”

- Tarek Meah, Constellations Intern

“AMAZING! They have created solid content AND taken on other roles…We are a startup organization, which was SLOW, and now is actually much more of an organization. Their energy caused previous supporters to get active again.”

- Participating Sphere Organization
100 students connected to climate solutions internships in the program’s first year

35+ benefitting climate solutions organizations
We aim to provide each intern with a minimum stipend of $1,000 and to increase internship placements for students and organizations working at or for remote or traditionally underserved areas and communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>What That Allows</th>
<th>Sponsor Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $100,000 | • Basic Program Support
• Stipends to 90 interns
• Long-term Program Sustainability | • One representative to be a featured speaker at the annual Keeling Curve Prize Awards Ceremony and free tickets to all KCP events for the year
+ below benefits |
| $75,000  | • Basic Program Support
• Stipends to 65 interns            | • Inclusion of your promotional material to an annual Keeling Curve Prize event and associated outreach
• Opportunities for collaborations with vetted Troposphere organizations
+ below benefits |
| $50,000  | • Basic Program Support
• Stipends to 40 interns            | • Acknowledgment on a Constellations supporter page
+ below benefits |
| $10,000  | • Basic program support that covers coordinator placement time, facilitation of intern networking, and community building events throughout each semester | • Acknowledgment on all Constellations promotional materials |